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Job as a news reader  in a TV channel or being a radio jockey can be a stressful thing. You are live-
on-air and there will be a lot of testing times when you will find yourself with virtually nothing much to
talk about, this happens mostly in the breaking news situation. At this time, mostly you need to be
talking live with your reporters on the spot of the incident. It is such a scenario that the quality of on-
air telephone calls become a spot of botheration, i.e., if the quality is poor. You can miss out on
important points if the message is not clearly conveyed to you. It is after all, the job of the anchor to
reproduce most of the points told by the reporter and put them together as a news report and see to
it that the show rolls on perfectly.

In the same breath is the role of a talk show host, when an important call with a celebrity or
distinguished personality is on-air, you never want a break the talk in between as for the viewers
and listeners, every word of their demi-god is of paramount importance. So, when the phone calls
become communication tool of such importance, it is always recommended to opt for telos
telephone interface system. It is easy to use and install and comparatively inexpensive for all the
features it have.

For those who are serious about crystal clear audio clarity, Telos system is the best way to go for.
With this, you can talk with ease and proficiency. There are many types of systems on offer, but
mostly all of them have the entire telephone interface and control equipment needed for talk show
programming. More so, Telos systems are a global brand leader in the field of digital talk show
systems
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For more information on a telos, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to find
the a audio codecs!
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